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A Critical Study of Health and Safety Provisions of the Factories Act, 1948 

 

ABSTRACT 

Well-being and security concerns are a need in regards to the working environment climate. In India, 

classified enactment for the identical has made some remarkable progress by the legitimisation of the 

Factories Act, 1948 (hereinafter alluded to as "Act") that involves the arrangements for this specific 

issue. At the point when it includes the subjects of wellbeing and security, they will be supposed to 

be one of the fundamental explanations behind banter today as far as their administrative strength and 

execution, as specialist prosperity is principal inside the smooth working and progress of any 

mechanical set-up. Through this examination paper, the analyst intends to break down the wellbeing 

and security arrangements gave in the Act. It further examines their degree and system and 

investigates their successful execution with the help of case laws.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

The Act has followed various wellbeing and security methods as contained in Chapters III and IV 

separately of the Act. The equivalent has been carried out to guarantee the government assistance, 

wellbeing, and prosperity of labourers. As far as wellbeing arrangements, the highlights underlined 

are tidiness, the expulsion of residue and smoke, ventilation and temperature, packing, drinking water, 

the presence of spittoons, adequate convenience of lavatories, removal of squanders, and effluents. 

Further, the security measures remember work for apparatus moving, work of youthful people in 

hazardous machines, and on-off gadgets, the packaging of new hardware, forbiddance of work 

concerning women and kids close to cotton-opening machines, etc. among others.  

This examination paper subsequently intends to break down the arrangements given in every part. 

Since wellbeing and security are a fastidiously significant part of a work environment climate, 

guaranteeing that these specific arrangements are classified to A level wherein a work environment 

is comprehensive and happy with and therefore satisfying the fundamental guidelines of care.  

 

ANALYSIS OF HEALTH PROVISIONS (CHAPTER III) 

The main focus of the Act is to guarantee that adequate wellbeing and security measures are set up 

with the help of the workers used in preparing plants per the Government instructions. The Act 

similarly plans orders concerning crafted by women and energetic individuals followed by yearly 

leave with pay.  
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1. Wellbeing Sections 11 to 20 under Chapter III deal with the courses of action relating to the 

adequacy of the workers in a plant.  

2. Wellbeing Chapter IV of the Act deals with the plans relating to the security of the workers 

in a manufacturing plant.  

3. Government help There are various government help courses of action referred to under the 

Act.  

 

The standard mark of the intermingling of the Act is towards the Health advantages to the labourers. 

The Health Chapter of the Act contains confirmation from Section 11 to 20. The Act likewise gives 

approaches concerning security endeavours for the labourers utilised. There are express standards 

concerning the prosperity and security of women representatives under different laws in our country. 

Orders relating to the wellbeing and safety of women under various Acts are as under:  

 

FACTORIES ACT, 1948 

Women are prohibited from working between 7.00 pm to 6.00 am. There has been a new correction 

to allow ladies to figure night shifts in specific areas including the Special Economic Zone (SEZ), IT 

area, and Textile ventures. This is dependent on the condition that the business will be obligated to 

supplying a safe environment, equivalent freedom, and transportation from the processing plant 

premises to the nearest point of their home.  

 

Area 22 of the Act defines that no woman will be permitted to wash, grease up, or change any piece 

of a bigger mover or any transmission hardware while the principal cause or transmission apparatus 

is moving.  

 

 

Area 27 of the Act gives that no woman will be utilised in any piece of a production line for squeezing 

cotton during which a cotton opener is busy working.  

 

Regarding the prosperity courses of action of the Act, there has been adequate regard paid to tidiness, 

with codifications on the equivalent, relating to standard washing and cleaning of floors, even as 

painting and repainting at standard stretches. Concerning ventilation and temperatures, the activities 

for the comparisons are shown indisputably. The stock of drinks has in like manner been resolved, 

with phenomenal courses of action for the supply of water in boiling environments. The occasion of 

bathrooms is another focus with separated niches for individuals. Subsequently, one can see that there 
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are different frameworks intended to ensure that a modern plant might be a great workspace. In any 

case, the execution is comparative to ensure that the supreme standards of the workspace are 

maintained.  

 

It has been set up that every one of these systems is established to ensure a fair working space, as the 

absence of assets like water or framework for ventilation can make it very hard for the quick working 

of a manufacturing plant. The working environment conditions should be maintained as clean and 

coordinated in nature. These arrangements are on the whole clear as crystal in nature as they include 

essential guidelines to be met as far as an infrastructural and office arrangement. Their execution is 

steady with Section 92 of the Act, which might be wide incorporation intended to conceal most 

repudiations as referenced inside the Act. This overall arrangement ought to presumably be broadened 

in the degree to shroud precise and explicit. Further, this is because the reality of adherence to specific 

arrangements could likewise be more when contrasted with others, as non-adherence to specific 

guidelines may unfavourably hurt the specialists present at the production line. The order of identity 

would be to the greatest advantage of the business. Besides, they will be answerable for the exact 

misbehaviour submitted.  

 

ANALYSIS OF SAFETY PROVISIONS (CHAPTER IV) 

All being said and done, prosperity and security game plans go inseparable. In any case, since creation 

lines normally work with huge hardware, there should be sufficient protections and constraints so 

wounds or fatalities are not caused at the obligation of the owner. Section IV subtleties a great 

measure of machines and their relating insurances to be taken, like striking stuff and on-off gadgets, 

self-acting machines, lifts, chains, ropes, handles, spinning hardware, and such. It is conceivable that 

different plants have unsafe techniques being carried out, like managing poisonous gases, harmful 

substances, and the sky is the limit from there. Additionally, chapter IV has certain provisions in case 

of insurances in the event of a fire, and so on. Also, in the negation of any of the previously mentioned 

arrangements that have brought about a mishap causing passing or genuine injury, the fine will not 

be not as much as Rs. 25,000 on account of a mishap causing passing and Rs. 5,000 if there should 

arise an occurrence of genuine substantial injury. This is characterised for cases including the loss of 

or perpetual injury to any appendage, sight, hearing, or the break of any bone. Thus, specific execution 

has occurred with the goal that harm is not caused to any worker(s).  
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With the brief methodology of advancement, distinctive present-day cycles, once finished, positively 

fabricate the overall capability of the things being made similarly to the idea of the hardware. 

Nevertheless, they may probably go as perilous towards the experts in preparing plants as may 

achieve injury by a particular issue. Furthermore, unique creation lines may use measures wherein 

engineered substances are given or required, which may be destructive and unfairly impact the 

workers locked in. From this time forward, there are demanding safeguards in places wherein 

enormous hardware may separate similarly as by any unsafe or harmful substance created during, 

beforehand, or after the communication happens. The security plans of action are listed and accurate 

so they can probably go as a preventive measure against any dangerous condition that may arise due 

to the possibility of the work or the material present at the plant regardless. The monetary fines filled 

in as disavowing these courses of action put an obligation, duty, and commitment on the business so 

that there is a risky decision that probably goes as an illustration by any issue.  

 

LEGAL OVERVIEW 

So particularly far as the legitimate execution of the arrangements of this Act is concerned, it very 

well may be noticed that the Courts have characterised and underlined the reasoning and meaning of 

these arrangements to guarantee the security of labourers. The Courts have zeroed in on different 

specialised parts of non-adherence to said arrangements, like dangerous substances.  

  

In the case of Bayer (India) Limited and others v. the State of Maharashtra, the judges focused on 

the adverse effects that could be caused by proximity and exposure to hazardous chemicals and 

substances. The court stated that it was inherent that the prevailing considerations of Public health 

and danger to life were issues to which top priority considerations were bestowed. Where there is a 

failure in this regard, the Court will have to intervene and strike down or prohibit any action that 

offends these basic principles. 

 

Additionally, in the landmark case of J.K. Ventures Limited Etc. v. The Chief Inspector of Factories, 

the set of experiences and meaning of wellbeing and security arrangements concerning changes in 

the Act were followed, with the Court noticing the lawful course of events for the equivalent. It gave 

that, "the arrangements of the 1934 Act (recent Factories Act) in regards to security, wellbeing, and 

government assistance of labourers were discovered to be deficient and unsuitable. It was a direct 

result of enormous and developing mechanical action in the nation. Upgradation of the manufacturing 

plants law was declared important". 
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It further proceeded to combine the main reason for the Act as, "A piece of social government 

assistance enactment sanctioned fundamentally with the object of securing labourers utilised in 

production lines against mechanical and word related perils. It looked not exclusively to guarantee 

that labourers would not be exposed to extended periods of strain. Additionally, that representatives 

should work in protected, sound, and clean conditions. The tough arrangements identifying with the 

commitments of the occupiers or supervisors to ensure labourers and to get to their work in conditions 

helpful for their wellbeing and security demonstrate the board reason for the Act."  

 

The same was put forward in a more emphasised manner in the case of Bhikusa Kshatriya v. Union 

of India, wherein it was stated that the Act was enacted primarily with the object of protecting 

workers employed in factories against industrial and occupational dangers. The Act requires that the 

workers should work in healthy and sanitary conditions. For that purpose, it provides that precautions 

should be taken for the safety of workers and prevention of accidents upon the employers to secure 

the workers’ adequate safeguards for their health and physical prosperity.  

 

Further, for the situation of Lanco Anpara Power Ltd v. Province Of Uttar Pradesh And Ors, it was 

said plainly that the central issue behind the Act must be remembered and which is for the government 

assistance of the more fragile area, i.e., labourers of the complicated area.  

 

After illuminating the previously mentioned cases, one can legitimise that prosperity and security 

techniques have been surprisingly seen. The goal and their substance have excessively been 

perceived. The essential part behind this system and the difference in such a technique has likewise 

been recognized. The public authority help of workers has been given the most progressive 

demeanour and need conceivably stood out from their administrators is advantaged through their 

advantages being seen and kept up with.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Processing plants Act works with an essential goal to secure specialists utilised in the production lines 

against mechanical and word-related dangers. It looks to force upon the proprietors or the occupiers' 

commitments to secure works unwarily and careless. Furthermore, to get for them conditions helpful 

for their wellbeing and security from mishaps.  

 

Having made a superficial perusing of all the involving arrangements, it very well may be recognized 

that there has been a serious thorough inclusion of conditions and arrangements wherein wellbeing 
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and security measures might be required. Regardless of whether it is about dangerous materials, large 

equipment, or machines that may cause wounds or mishaps, pretty much every condition has been 

precisely represented as far as remembering labourers' government assistance and wellbeing. The 

Courts have positioned significance on the reasoning behind the outlining of these arrangements to 

ensure that their quality isn't lost.  

 

For the most part, making the businesses obligated for the repudiation to the equivalent guarantees 

duty and ensures that there is a power that clings to rules and guidelines. The measure of punishments 

accommodated is additionally not unimportant. It is relevant to mention that assuming the work 

environment climate is dangerous, not exclusively will the specialists be intellectually, inwardly, and 

truly influenced yet in addition the yield of creation cycles will be an unacceptable best-case scenario. 

Subsequently, it is to the greatest advantage of managers to stick to the arrangements. Carrying center 

to the enactment, maybe more explicit punishments could be forced for abusing wellbeing-related 

arrangements as referenced in Chapter III of the Act. Aside from that, the Act is organised and thought 

out in exacting craftsmanship, to guarantee labourers' wellbeing and security to the greatest level. At 

last, the Factories Act, 1948 is among the most significant enactment with regards to keeping up with 

and guaranteeing the wellbeing and security standards of labourers, and the multifaceted subtleties 

painstakingly looked for while drafting accommodates different circumstances that should be dealt 

with. The Courts have laid key significance in offering a reason to forming this Act. It plans to be 

engaged since social government assistance is the establishment of the Indian modern organisation.  
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